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ABSTRACT
New political objectives, emerging regulatory regimes for the digital sphere, and higher 
penalties for violations have intensified the pressure to develop lawful IT artefacts. As the 
adaptation of existing IT artefacts to new regulations can be expensive and arduous, a more 
attractive approach would be to design IT artefacts lawfully from the beginning. A major 
challenge is that the law is generally technology-neutral, and lawful design requires legal 
expertise throughout the development, which is costly and time consuming due to commu-
nication challenges between legal experts and developers. One possible approach to proac-
tively consider IT regulations in the systems development is design patterns that convey legal 
design knowledge and support developers in determining the appropriate design options. 
Consequently, we develop a framework for lawful design patterns and demonstrate their 
feasibility and advantages using the example of developing AI-based assistants and the 
regulation of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Using the design pattern frame-
work, we develop design patterns for lawful AI-based assistants and evaluate them using (a) an 
experimental approach to show the usefulness of the patterns for developers and (b) rely on 
a legal simulation study to holistically evaluate how design patterns contribute to lawful IT.
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1. Introduction

The protection of one’s personal data and related legal 
aspects are becoming increasingly salient in light of 
recent privacy scandals (Baruh et al., 2017). Especially 
the European area is well-known for its strict regula-
tions and standardisations (Büthe & Mattli, 2013; 
Martin & Matt, 2018), i.e., through the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which came into effect 
in May 2018 (European Union, 2018). The GDPR is 
a data protection legislation that regulates the proces-
sing, storing, and managing of data from people who 
are protected by the GDPR. The GDPR has a global 
impact on companies that interact with the European 
market or provide services to EU customers, as it is not 
geographically limited to the EU but protects EU citi-
zens worldwide (Li et al., 2019; Peukert et al., 2022).

Lax consideration of legal requirements often 
leads to violations of the law, resulting in expensive 
adjustments with the aim of meeting Europe’s strict 
requirements (Ayala-Rivera & Pasquale, 2018). 
According to PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC, 2017), 
more than three quarters of American companies are 
expected to spend between $1 million and 
$10 million to comply with the new GDPR, and 
related fines have recently increased. To date, for 

example, 198 fines totalling €163,815,398 have been 
imposed for data processing without a sufficient legal 
basis (CMS Legal, 2021; Ford et al., 2021). To avoid 
GDPR-related penalties, providers of video conferen-
cing systems, such as Zoom (Security Week, 2020), 
and AI-based assistants, such as Amazon’s Alexa 
(Furey & Blue, 2018; Lau et al., 2018), have had to 
make ex-post adjustments due to the strict European 
requirements. For example, Zoom majorly violated 
the GDPR in the huge European market, which 
ultimately led to negative publicity, and it was obli-
gated to respond with extensive ad hoc changes to its 
system functionalities and large revisions of its priv-
acy statements (Security Week, 2020; Vanberg,  
2021). To avoid such ad hoc changes in the later 
stages of systems development or related fines for 
violations, developers must consider legal require-
ments as early as possible to ensure lawful solutions 
(Acquisti et al., 2022). In this context, lawfulness 
means that the legality of a system meets the legal 
requirements to be approved for the market as a key 
principle of the GDPR (Aljeraisy et al., 2021). 
However, regulations are often formulated vaguely, 
which makes it difficult for practitioners to extract 
and operationalise legal requirements from the 
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GDPR (Ayala-Rivera & Pasquale, 2018). In addition, 
developers often struggle to find adequate design 
solutions, since the law is generally technology- 
neutral and must be considered for each individual 
case (Hadar et al., 2018; Hildebrandt & Tielemans,  
2013). Legal requirements thus increase pressure on 
developers of systems who often lack the necessary 
domain expertise to implement regulation rules or to 
develop lawful IT artefacts (Smith & McKeen, 2006; 
van der Sype & Maalej, 2014). As a result, uncertain-
ties regarding practical implementation often lead to 
situations in which legal requirements are imple-
mented with minimal attention so that the system 
just about satisfies them (Aljeraisy et al., 2021). Thus, 
responding ex ante to regulation is becoming 
increasingly important, for example, the European 
Commission recently released the Digital Markets 
Act (DMA) and the Digital Services Act (DSA), 
which again introduce new regulations that need to 
be considered (Laux et al., 2021; Petit, 2021).

Design patterns originated in architecture as 
a means of solving recurring problems (Alexander,  
1979) and have long been established in systems devel-
opment (Gamma et al., 1994; Wania, 2019). Design 
patterns are proven solutions for recurring problems 
that codify complex domain knowledge in an accessi-
ble and applicable way for non-domain experts. Thus, 
design patterns offer a promising solution to recurring 
legal requirement problems and may eliminate uncer-
tainties affecting the implementation of legal require-
ments. The design pattern development process can be 
either inductive or deductive (Petter et al., 2010). To 
support developers in developing lawful IT artefacts, 
we present a design-pattern-based solution that inte-
grates legal requirements early on in the development 
of IT artefacts by making regulation rules accessible to 
developers and providing proven solutions for imple-
menting regulation rules. Using a deductive approach, 
design patterns could present proven design solutions 
by concretising European law to solve legal design 
issues (Hoffmann et al., 2015). Owing to the specifica-
tion of law through fundamental rights and legislation, 
legal requirements stabilise over time and occur 
repeatedly in many development contexts in 
a similar form (Hoffmann et al., 2015). Thus, 
a framework to guide the codification of legal design 
knowledge through design patterns could support 
researchers and practitioners. Consequently, in this 
paper, we address the following research ques-
tions (RQ):

RQ 1: How should legal design knowledge be codi-
fied in a design pattern framework to make resulting 
design patterns useful for the development of lawful 
systems?

RQ 2: To what degree does the application of the 
design pattern framework and the relevant design 
patterns lead to the development of lawful systems?

To answer our RQs, we follow a design science 
research (DSR) approach to develop a design pattern 
framework that supports researchers and practitioners 
in codifying legal design knowledge through design 
patterns (RQ1). We describe the pattern framework 
development in which we consider the cognitive pro-
cesses of the primary pattern users (i.e., the system 
developers) using cognitive load theory and theoreti-
cal insights from pattern development and legal 
research. We apply the design pattern framework in 
the case of developing lawful AI-based assistants and 
develop design patterns using the framework. 
Afterwards, we evaluate the design patterns with 
a multi-method approach including developers and 
legal experts (RQ2). First, we evaluate the design pat-
terns in the field with developers to draw conclusions 
as to whether they are suitable to support developers 
in the process of designing lawful systems. Second, we 
assess the design patterns with judges and lawyers in 
simulated court cases in terms of their lawfulness. 
Thus, we include legal experts in our evaluation pro-
cess, since they have the necessary knowledge to 
decide about how our developed design patterns 
improve the system’s lawfulness. We contribute to 
the body of knowledge with a nascent design theory 
of legal design by extending the known benefit of 
design patterns to the domain of IT regulation and 
showing how to effectively improve lawful system 
design. In addition, we contribute to resolving the 
lack of understandable and applicable legal rules.

2. Conceptual background

2.1. Regulation of IT artefacts

IT regulation has a sudden and considerable effect on 
organisations and the public (Smith & McKeen, 2006; 
Väyrynen & Lanamäki, 2020), especially when consid-
ering privacy aspects (Lowry et al., 2017). Stricter 
regulation rules arising from increased interest in per-
sonal data protection govern the processing, storage, 
and management of data. For example, Europe’s 
GDPR has had a global impact on companies that 
interact with the European market but also beyond 
that. These regulatory spillovers are described as the 
Brussels effect, i.e., providers of services even outside 
of the EU and not catering to EU citizens try to comply 
with the GDPR (Peukert et al., 2022). The same holds 
true for other data protection regulations that are 
currently proliferating to protect users (Aljeraisy 
et al., 2021; Peukert et al., 2022). Thus, sufficient 
attention must be paid to legal requirements early on 
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and systematically during systems development to 
avoid lawsuits, negative publicity, and high costs asso-
ciated with revising systems accordingly. 
Consequently, systematic approaches to designing 
novel systems that comply with standards, such as 
privacy by design, are becoming increasingly impor-
tant to regulate systems development early on (Hadar 
et al., 2018).

Ideally, legislators and regulators would publish 
regulations and rules in an unambiguous, easy-to- 
interpret, human-readable, and machine-readable for-
mat (Butler, 2017). In practice, however, legal rules are 
often equivocal and must first be transformed and 
made explicit (Weick, 2010). The involvement of 
legal experts in the early stages of the development of 
novel IT artefacts can help to prevent the violation of 
laws (Roßnagel & Schuldt, 2013). However, involving 
legal expertise is often problematic, since experts are 
costly and communication between legal experts and 
laypersons is often challenging, since it mostly relies 
on texts using legal jargon (Becker et al., 2014; 
Knackstedt et al., 2014). Organisations face legal 
requirements with complex challenges that go far 
beyond the implementation. Organisations rarely 
focus on effective privacy strategies because personal 
data is a key element for many companies’ business 
models (Spiekermann, 2012). Ultimately, the respon-
sibility for implementing all regulations and guidelines 
tends to fall, at least partially, on the shoulders of the 
developer (Smith & McKeen, 2006). Vaujany et al. 
(2018) recognise the key challenge of making rules 
consistently meaningful, regardless of whether the 
rule is visibly or invisibly entangled in IT. 
Oftentimes, legal rules that are implemented using IT 
become invisible to the user.

IS research on IT regulation primarily examines the 
regulation’s impact on innovation in the IT market 
(see, e.g., Guerra & Koh, 2019; Martin & Matt, 2018) 
and the consequences for development and the user 
(see, e.g., Huth et al., 2020; Väyrynen & Lanamäki,  
2020), or integrates legal requirements in development 
through making models (Becker et al., 2014; Siena 
et al., 2009). Vaujany et al. (2018) distinguish three 
streams of IS research that focus on IT-based regula-
tion: (1) research on mechanisms of integrating reg-
ulation rules into IT artefacts and the processes’ 

properties, (2) practical sensemaking and the adher-
ence of rules, and (3) the alignment of IT artefacts and 
practices complying with the rules.

According to the overall research background 
(Table 1), we contribute to resolving the lack of under-
standable and applicable legal rules in systems devel-
opment. We focus on one specific class of artefacts, 
namely AI-based assistants, to demonstrate the inte-
gration of design patterns in early development. This 
allows us to investigate how legal rules can be made 
applicable for developers.

AI-based assistants have recently been subject to 
strict regulation owing to their data processing, sto-
rage, and management potential. These systems, such 
as Amazon’s Alexa, are proliferating in daily life as 
ubiquitous digital service platforms. In this context, 
developers often lack the necessary legal expertise to 
successfully implement the legal requirements. 
Consequently, legal requirements are often only mini-
mally addressed (Hoffmann et al., 2015), and the focus 
of development lies on other types of requirements 
such as user experience. To satisfy all requirements, 
developers must consider how AI-based assistants can 
be lawfully designed while still meeting the user’s 
other requirements such as service quality expecta-
tions. In the next subsection of our paper, we intro-
duce the concept of design pattern as a means for 
codifying legal design knowledge.

2.2. Design patterns to codify legal design 
knowledge

Design patterns were originally introduced by 
Alexander (1977) in architecture. In systems develop-
ment, design patterns have become an established 
approach used to codify design knowledge. Design 
patterns document known and proven solutions to 
recurring problems (Gamma et al., 1994) by including 
templates to describe information in tabular form and 
representing established instruments to make complex 
knowledge accessible and applicable (Alexander,  
1977). In systems development, patterns were first 
established by the “Gang of Four” (Gamma et al.,  
1994), and their use of patterns has become estab-
lished in various disciplines. In human – computer 

Table 1. Research Background.
Study Key Results

Smith and McKeen (2006) Explores how new regulation rules change IT work and the resulting regulatory issues
Weick (2010) Regulation rules are equivocal, must first be transformed, and made explicitly
Almeida et al. (2020) Developed a framework to provide a lens for what about, when, and how the use of AI should be regulated
Vaujany et al. (2018) IT-based regulation systems consist of rules, practices, and IT artefacts and their relationships as a trifecta
Blind et al. (2017) In situation of high market uncertainty, regulation leads to lower innovation efficiency
Butler (2017) 
↓

Identifies challenges of RegTech: regulation-interpretation problem, and absence of a common language

This study Makes abstract regulation rules understandable and applicable for developers through design patterns
↑ 
Becker et al. (2014) Meta-design for integrating regulations into the design of IS
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interaction (HCI), several studies have demonstrated 
the successful use of patterns in teaching design prin-
ciples and design concepts (Borchers, 2002, April; 
Compagna et al., 2009; Koukouletsos et al., 2009). 
Design patterns have also received attention in IS 
research to codify design knowledge (Tuunanen & 
Holmström, 2021).

Design patterns can further enable a broad under-
standing of peripheral disciplines, i.e., approaches that 
map legal knowledge into patterns (Hoffmann et al.,  
2015; van der Sype & Maalej, 2014; Yskout et al.,  
2015). Challenges to the implementation of legal 
requirements include frequently recurring problems. 
In the European legal system, the foundation of law 
relates to fundamental rights and legislation that make 
the law relatively stable over time. Thus, IT regulation 
can occur repeatedly in many development contexts in 
similar forms. Hence, design patterns represent 
a promising approach for the integration of regulation 
rules in the design of novel artefacts and their uncer-
tainties in IT implementation.

3. Design journey

3.1. Methodology

We follow Peffers et al. (2007) DSR process to develop 
our design pattern framework as well as to demon-
strate and evaluate the framework through application 
in one specific case to develop design patterns for 
lawful AI-based assistants (see Figure 1). Specifically, 
we follow a problem-centred approach that relies on 
developers’ support to proactively consider IT regula-
tion early in the systems development process.

We conducted a focus group workshop (n = 8) to  

justify and complement the requirements derived 
from literature and to include practical insights in 
our design pattern framework (see Table 2). The par-
ticipants in the workshop were either developers or 
legal experts (please find the participant details in 
“Appendix A”). Based on the requirements, we 
derived pattern elements that we used to develop 
a design pattern framework. We evaluated the design 
patterns in two evaluation settings, resulting in two 
revisions of the design patterns. The iterative approach 
allows us to evaluate the design pattern framework 
and the design patterns in depth and to improve 
them with theoretical and practical feedback.

3.2. Requirement derivation for the design 
pattern framework

We draw on extant research findings to codify legal 
design knowledge. In particular, we use research 
regarding the visualisation and codification of design 
knowledge (Chandra Kruse & Nickerson, 2018; 
Schoormann et al., 2021; Vom Brocke et al., 2020) 
but in particular also literature on the specifics of 
legal knowledge (Becker et al., 2014; Knackstedt 
et al., 2014; Vaujany et al., 2018), visual inquiry tools 
(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2013), and cognitive load 
theory (CLT) as our kernel theory to develop our 
design pattern framework.

CLT provides a theoretical framework for how 
individuals process information during learning and 
problem-solving processes while guiding the structur-
ing of information for better learning results (Sweller,  
1988). We argue that the use of design patterns in 
interdisciplinary IS development is also a problem- 

Problem-Centered
Approach

How can we help
developers to

proactively consider IT 
regulation early on in 
systems development?

Communication

We develop a 
framework of legal 
design patterns and 

show the feasibility and 
advantages of design 

patterns for lawful 
information systems 

using the example of AI-
based assistants. 

Possible Entry Points for Research

Objective-Centered
Approach

Observing a SolutionDesign & 
Development-Centered

Approach

Evaluation

In the course of two
evaluations (1) a fully 
randomized between-

subject experiment, and 
(2) a simulation study, 

we demonstrate that the
legal design patterns are

useful in terms of 
developing lawful

systems.

Objectives of a 
Solution

Codification of legal 
design knowledge in a 

way that it can be
accessed and used by
system developers in 

early stages of the
development process to
increase the chance for

developing lawful
systems.

Problem Identification
& Motivation

Companies that to not 
act in line with IT 

regulation face high 
fines.

System developers often 
struggle finding 
adequate design 

solutions, since law is 
generally technology-

neutral.

Design and 
Development

We develop a legal 
design pattern

framework to capture
legal requirements

documented in higher
legal standards such as
the European General 

Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR).

Demonstration

We apply the 
design pattern 

framework in one 
concrete context, 

the development of 
lawful AI-based 

assistants and 
develop eleven 
design patterns. 

Figure 1. Design science research approach adapted from Peffers et al. (2007).
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solving process wherein developers acquire design 
knowledge and apply it to complex problems (i.e., 
when disputes arise from conflicting requirements).

In CLT, it is typically assumed that there is a fixed 
number of cognitive resources in the working memory 
that an individual is able to invest in a task, e.g., 
systems development tasks. When considering the 
main tenets of CLT (Kalyuga, 2011), we mainly dis-
tinguish between two types of loads1: intrinsic and 
extraneous load. Intrinsic load represents a task’s 
inherent difficulty (Kalyuga et al., 2009). By contrast, 
any other load that does not promote learning and 
problem-solving is considered extraneous (Kirschner 
et al., 2011), determined by the manner and 

complexity in which material relevant to the task is 
presented. Both types of loads are additive in nature 
and determine the total load imposed by the task and 
material that needs to be processed when solving 
a task. However, if the cognitive load exceeds the 
available resources of the working memory, the cog-
nitive system will fail to process relevant information. 
When transferring these mechanisms to the task of 
systems development, CLT seeks in our case to man-
age cognitive load in a way that there is a shift on how 
developers invest their overall cognitive resources. 
Following this thought, it is not the goal to reduce 
the overall cognitive load but rather to acknowledge 
the cognitive processes and enable developers to deal 

Intrinsic Cognitive Load

Available Cognitive Resources (fixed) 

Imposed cognitive load 
through handling and 

cognitive processing of 
presented legal 
requirements. 

Fixed by Inherent Difficulty 
of Task (In this Study: 

Complex Problem-solving 
Task for SPA Development)

In this study: Design Patterns to reduce to cognitive 
load imposed through legal requirements in order 

that available cognitive resources can be better used 
for development.

Remaining cognitive load 
for handling presented 

requirements. 

Extraneous Cognitive Load

Figure 2. Cognitive load theory application.

Table 2. Lawful design pattern requirements.
Requirements Legal Relevance Source

R1 Related information should rather be presented 
together to avoid split-attention effect and to reduce 
extraneous load resulting from complex legal 
knowledge.

Connecting legal and technical requirements to 
avoid split-attention effects.

Aljeraisy et al. (2021); Ayres and 
Sweller (2005)

R2 Information needs to be appropriately structured (e.g., 
through a clear subdivision of legal terms) so that 
different subjects are clearly perceptually 
distinguished and allow rapid retrieval of legal 
information.

Breaking down legal texts to make them 
accessible

Figl (2017); Kirschner et al. (2011); 
Malinova and Mendling (2013); 
Osterwalder and Pigneur (2013)

R3 A design pattern should communicate why it is useful 
to use it to clarify the importance to implement the 
legal requirement(s) and the related added value.

Communicating the added value to increase the 
perceived importance

Garud (1997); Ayala-Rivera and 
Pasquale (2018)

R4 Legal knowledge should be formulated compact and 
context-specifically adapted to its use case scenario 
to overcome technology neutrality of law.

Formulating compact and context-specific legal 
knowledge to overcome technology neutrality 
of law

Legner et al. (2020); Ayala-Rivera 
and Pasquale (2018)

R5 Include requirements, the relationship between 
constructs and domain objects, an explanation, and 
a justification of the requirements.

Providing information behind the legal 
requirements

Heinrich and Schwabe (2014); Hadar 
et al. (2018)

R6 A design pattern should provide additional domain- 
specific information and knowledge to support the 
application.

Supporting the transfer into practical 
implementation

Chandra Kruse and Seidel (2017)

R7 A design pattern should provide implementation 
guidance but should not restrict the pattern users in 
their creativity.

Legal requirements may be prioritised higher due 
to their relevance and the risk of penalties, 
possibly affecting the developer’s creativity

Ahrens and Sankar (1993)

R8 A design pattern should provide an overall 
understanding of the artefact to be designed to 
successfully integrate legal requirements.

Considering the overall artefact design during the 
implementation of legal requirements

van Aken (2005); Walls et al. (1992); 
Ayala-Rivera and Pasquale (2018)

R9 The design pattern should enable knowledge transfer, 
document it, and provide good repositories for legal 
knowledge dissemination.

Providing a legal design knowledge repository Chandra Kruse and Seidel (2017); 
Huth et al. (2020)

R10 The codified design knowledge should be abstracted to 
make it usable for a class of artefacts.

Balancing legal requirement abstractions Nonaka and Toyama (2003); Baxter 
et al. (2007)

R11 Besides a solution the design pattern should support 
the understanding of the legal problem context and 
the underlying legal requirements.

Understanding the underlying legal mechanism Rothe et al. (2020); Vom Brocke 
et al. (2020); Compagna et al. 
(2009); focus group workshop
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more easily with legal aspects and invest more cogni-
tive resources in the systems development (see 
Figure 2).

Following these thoughts, the integration of differ-
ent information during systems development pro-
cesses increases extraneous cognitive load (Ayres & 
Sweller, 2005). Therefore, extraneous load can be con-
trolled through presenting related information 
together. Legal guidelines are oftentimes disconnected 
from technical requirements, which is the reason why 
developers oftentimes face the problem of adapting 
them to implementations that properly meet privacy 
requirements (Aljeraisy et al., 2021). Through the spa-
tial and content combination of technical and legal 
knowledge, the split-attention effect is prevented (R1).

A long continuous text of codified information – as 
seen in legal documents or laws oftentimes – and the 
technology neutrality of the law complicate its appli-
cation. As such, there is no overview, and the possibi-
lity of extracting the required information as quickly 
as possible is missing. There is various research on 
investigating a clearly arranged presentation form of 
codified information, such as the Business Model 
Canvas as an organising device for designing business 
models (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2013). As an indivi-
dual’s cognitive resources are limited, it is essential to 
manage the cognitive load related to the pattern pre-
sentation when taking design advice offered by design 
patterns into account (Kirschner et al., 2011). Visual 
inquiry tools (Avdiji et al., 2020) demonstrate how 
a clear and well-arranged layout makes it possible to 
present the essence of design information in a rather 
small space, which we use for the development of 
helpful design patterns to achieve lawful artefacts. 
Designing lawful artefacts is a complex procedure 
that includes balancing different requirements and 
interpreting laws. Thus, the separate information of 
a design pattern should be adjusted by a clear subdivi-
sion to achieve perceptual discriminability through 
structuring information appropriately (Figl, 2017; 
Malinova & Mendling, 2013). Such a clear subdivision 
prevents confusing design knowledge representations 
as well as a time-consuming search of the necessary 
details in legal texts (R2).

During systems development, legal requirements are 
often only addressed to a minimum extent in order to 
be compliant with the minimal requirements of law 
(Hoffmann et al., 2015). However, the protection of 
one’s data is also important, especially when taking 
new legal regulations and user fears into account 
(Barati et al., 2019). In this context, system developers 
often lack the necessary domain expertise to be able to 
implement legal requirements for developing a lawful 
IT artefact. A design pattern requires the designer to 
understand the pattern’s intention and purpose, 

function, and mechanism (Gamma, 1995). Thus, the 
design patterns’ content should communicate the 
added value resulting from the pattern use and the 
consideration of legal requirements (Ayala-Rivera & 
Pasquale, 2018) (R3).

Any obfuscation or lack of clarity will diminish the 
pattern’s comprehensibility and benefit (Taylor,  
2001). Clear presentation increases patterns’ quality 
and usefulness for users (Doering & Veletsianos,  
2007). Legner et al. (2020), for instance, highlight 
how important it is for codified design knowledge 
presentation to be as compact and clear as possible 
to clarify the meaning of the solution. Law and legal 
requirements are often vaguely formulated and leave 
room for interpretation. This is further reinforced by 
the technology neutrality of the law. Therefore, legal 
knowledge should be formulated as specifically to each 
context as possible and applied to the use case (Ayala- 
Rivera & Pasquale, 2018) (R4).

Designing lawful IS is an interdisciplinary task 
including several, sometimes conflicting require-
ments. To codify complex information such as legal 
knowledge, the design pattern approach should 
include requirements, the relationship between con-
structs and domain objects, an explanation, and 
a justification (Heinrich & Schwabe, 2014). An inte-
grated perspective on regulating IT that considers the 
relationships between rules, IT artefacts, and practices 
is still lacking (Vaujany et al., 2018) (R5). Developers’ 
experiences, instincts, and intentions, which are often 
generated by experiences, are valuable information for 
designing artefacts. Instinct is developed through 
numerous applications of solutions but is difficult to 
explicate and codify because it defies brief description 
and must be considered in context (McLeod & 
MacDonell, 2011). These years of experience can be 
passed on through additional domain-specific infor-
mation to provide insights into the special features of 
the artefact class (R6). However, a pattern should 
provide implementation guidance for solving recur-
ring problems but should not restrict pattern users’ 
creativity (Ahrens & Sankar, 1993). Design patterns’ 
content should help the user to expand their knowl-
edge and to learn to solve the following problems 
(Garud, 1997) (R7).

Knowledge about the artefact (to be designed) is 
a crucial feature of design knowledge. To develop an 
artefact, knowledge about the characteristics and 
properties of the artefact and its materials is required 
(van Aken, 2005). Walls et al. (1992) describe object 
knowledge using “meta-design”, which is intended not 
for a specific artefact but for a class of artefacts. If 
developers are not even familiar with the technical 
possibilities, they (probably) cannot weigh up or inte-
grate the legal requirements. Mapping legal 
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requirements onto software functionality is nontrivial 
and requires an overall understanding of the artefact 
to be designed (Ayala-Rivera & Pasquale, 2018) (R8).

Chandra Kruse and Nickerson (2018) assume that 
design knowledge is codified for reuse, and although 
reuse is sometimes associated with repetitiveness, it 
has been observed in contexts that strive towards 
innovation and customisation. This could be espe-
cially useful for organising legal knowledge that is 
often based on stable basic rights. Thus, the core con-
tent of the design pattern should enable knowledge 
transfer, document it, and provide good repositories 
for legal knowledge dissemination (R9).

The applicability and reusability of design knowl-
edge depends on the degree of abstraction. While 
abstract knowledge can be applied to many different 
scenarios, there are only limited concrete solution 
instructions (Elshan et al., 2022), while concrete 
knowledge is only useful in a small circle of applica-
tions. Therefore, the design patterns’ level of abstrac-
tion must be well considered (Baxter et al., 2007; 
Nonaka & Toyama, 2003). Ideally, the codified design 
knowledge should be abstracted to make it usable for 
a class of artefacts (R10).

In the end, the design of IS is always a problem- 
solving process that is only successful if the problem is 
truly understood (Vom Brocke et al., 2020). To help 

the user understand the problem, the problem context 
should be codified along with the solution. In practice, 
IT regulation rules are often unclear and must first be 
made explicit (Weick, 2010). Ultimately, the imple-
mentation of all regulations and guidelines tends to 
fall – at least partially – to the developer (Smith & 
McKeen, 2006). Once the IT leads to obvious viola-
tions – for example, through non-compliance with the 
GDPR – the regulatory violations can be taken to 
court. Therefore, the gap between rule creation, its 
implementation in IT, and rule adherence has 
widened, making it difficult to determine whether 
a rule is being followed and what the consequences 
are if not (Vaujany et al., 2018). A notable gap persists 
regarding new demands for and ways of regulating IT. 
Thus, it is necessary to provide information about the 
legal problem context and the underlying legal 
requirements in order to support the developer in 
understanding and applying the legal require-
ments (R11).

3.3. Design and development of the design 
pattern framework

As indicated in the section above, we identified eleven 
requirements for developing our design pattern fra-
mework by extracting lawful design-relevant 

R11: Beside a solution the design pattern should support the
understanding of the legal problem context and the underlying legal
requirements.

R3: A design pattern should communicate why it is useful to use it to
clarify the importance to implement the legal requirement(s) and the
related added value.

Requirements Initial Pattern Elements

R1: Related information should rather be presented together to avoid
split-attention effect and to reduce extraneous load resulting from
complex legal knowledge.

R2: Information needs to be appropriately structured (e.g., through a
clear subdivision of legal terms) so that different subjects are clearly
perceptually distinguished and allow rapid retrieval of legal information.

R4: Legal knowledge should be formulated compact and context-
specifically adapted to its use case scenario to overcome technology
neutrality of law.

R5: Include requirements, the relationship between constructs and
domain objects, an explanation, and a justification of the requirements.

R6: A design pattern should provide additional domain-specific
information and knowledge to support the application.

R7: A design pattern should provide implementation guidance but should 
not restrict the pattern users in their creativity.

R8: A design pattern should provide an overall understanding of the
artifact to be designed to successfully integrate legal requirements.

R9: The design pattern should enable knowledge transfer, document it,
and provide good repositories for legal knowledge dissemination.

R10: The codified design knowledge should be abstracted to make it
usable for a class of artifacts.

PE1: Allow the user to acquire additional legal information to make the 
design pattern reusable and applicable to each knowledge level as well as 
for legal laymen.

PE2: Connect the legal requirements with the solution so that the 
understanding of the underlying legal facts is supported.

PE3: Provide information units that reduce the user’s task complexity 
through a clear, uniform, and comprehensible presentation of complex 
legal information.

PE4: Provide information that transcends the solution to explain the 
problem, enable knowledge transfer, and document legal design 
knowledge. 

PE5: Convey the importance and relevance of the legal requirement.

PE6: Integrate consequences that may arise from the implementation of 
the design patterns’ solution by taking legal requirements into account.

R12: Codifying the legal problem context along with the solution.

Figure 3. Mapping of the requirements to the initial pattern elements.
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information from previous work. Moreover, we based 
our requirements on literature concerned with scaf-
folding problem-solving, which has also proven useful 
in managing cognitive load (Sweller, 1988). We use the 
requirements to develop a pattern-based approach 
that integrates legal requirements early in the artefact’s 
development. In the following, we describe how we 
derive the pattern elements and how they manifest in 
our initial design pattern framework (see Figure 3).

Software developers are usually not legal experts. 
Nevertheless, they have to implement legal require-
ments. Depending on additional training or experi-
ence, developers develop legal knowledge or 
understanding. To ensure that our design patterns 
offer the highest possible added value for multiple 
users, special attention must be paid to the different 
levels of legal knowledge developers have. The design 
incorporates both technical knowledge and creativity 
and occurs as a reflective conversation between 
designers, their actions, and their situations 
(Chandra Kruse & Seidel, 2017). Developers often 
lack the legal knowledge to find satisfactory solutions. 
Regulations and legal requirements are considered to 
be necessary for market approval, but the benefits and 
added value are often not understood. Thus, we sug-
gest our first pattern element:

Pattern Element #1: Allow the user to acquire 
additional legal information to make the design pat-
tern reusable and applicable to each knowledge level as 
well as for legal laymen.

The first pattern element indicates the need to 
provide the user with further information. Legal 
knowledge can be particularly complex and includes 
specialist terms, depending on the context. Thus, the 
pattern user may obtain further information depend-
ing on the legal knowledge level and the application 
context. In our initial design pattern, we implement 
this element by linking related design patterns and 
including links to more detailed explanations of the 
implementation.

Finding legal design solutions can be challenging 
and requires an extensive understanding of the arte-
fact being developed as well as the understanding 
behind the legal requirements. To support the user 
in solving a development problem, a concrete example 
may help (Chandra et al., 2014). By including further 
content and information, not only is the comprehen-
sibility of the problem and the possible solution 
improved but the user’s expertise is also increased, 
allowing them to solve related problems and work on 
domain knowledge shortcomings (Janson et al., 2020). 
This results in our second pattern element:

Pattern Element #2: Connect the legal require-
ments with the solution so that the understanding of 
the underlying legal facts is supported.

We structured the solution area to provide an over-
view of the application of the pattern first, and then, if 

necessary, further information can be accessed via 
linkable explanations. To support the user’s under-
standing of the legal background, a description of the 
relevant legal requirement is included. This descrip-
tion focuses on the artefact’s prospective user.

The content is not only of great importance for the 
pattern’s applicability and added value but also for 
how the design knowledge is presented. Legal knowl-
edge is often couched in technical jargon, making it 
difficult to use (Geradin et al., 2021). In the last years 
GDPR has proven to be too intricate and oftentimes 
hard to apply in real life (Saqr, 2022). In addition, IT 
development is characterised by stress and a lack of 
time. Therefore, developers need support that pro-
vides suitable solutions in the shortest possible time. 
A clear presentation method should thus be used to 
manage the cognitive process (Doering & Veletsianos,  
2007) by reducing the split-attention effect through 
presenting related information as a unit. Thus, we 
suggest our third pattern element:

Pattern Element #3: Provide information units 
that reduce the user’s task complexity through 
a clear, uniform, and comprehensible presentation of 
complex legal information.

Building upon the thoughts of the third pattern 
element, we follow the presentation of the design 
knowledge as a one-pager (Hsiao & Lopez, 2016; 
Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2013). A clear presentation is 
also utilised by other concepts from systems develop-
ment such as “cheat sheets” (Wang et al., 2020). The 
information comprises a mixture of bullet points and 
sentences, facilitating a clear presentation. Thereby, 
the pattern content is presented in a spatial combina-
tion of related information.

Legal requirements are a constant companion in 
today’s software development. Ideally, developers 
should gain experience in the implementation of 
legal requirements over time and be able to transfer 
these to new contexts. Information that allows the user 
to understand the problem’s context (Chandra et al.,  
2014) and critical problem-solving aspects (Reiser,  
2004) should be provided. In this context, a design 
pattern should provide information about the arte-
facts’ actions and, according to boundary conditions, 
enable knowledge transfer (Seidel et al., 2018). The 
design patterns should provide implementation gui-
dance and must be generally applicable (Gamma et al.,  
1994). The pattern’s content should not be a concrete 
solution to a problem; rather, it should help the user to 
expand their knowledge and learn to solve the pro-
blems. Hence, we propose:

Pattern Element #4: Provide information that trans-
cends the solution to explain the problem, enable knowl-
edge transfer, and document legal design knowledge.

We integrate additional information about the pat-
tern’s solution, requirements, and influences to sup-
port the user’s understanding of the problem and 
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enable knowledge transfer (Zahedi & Babar, 2014). 
Moreover, we use the section “current period of devel-
opment process” to show at which point in the devel-
opment process the pattern is useful to guide the 
pattern user during the selection process.

The implementation of legal requirements is often 
a necessary burden for developers but one that is imple-
mented rather reluctantly and with little effort in the 
end. Therefore, the added value through the implemen-
tation of the design pattern should be communicated. 
Thus, we suggest our fifth pattern element:

Pattern Element #5: Convey the importance and 
relevance of the legal requirement.

Legal requirements usually have an effect on the 
entire system and its design and operation. Thus, the 

application of the design pattern solution can impact 
other components of the IT artefact. In particular, if 
a user is inexperienced, the design pattern should criti-
cally address possible effects. Therefore, legal knowl-
edge should be seen in context. Hence, we propose:

Pattern Element #6: Integrate consequences that 
may arise from the implementation of the design 
patterns’ solution by taking legal requirements into 
account.

Since solutions and legal requirements often impact 
the entire artefact in practice, this impact should also 
be outlined in the design pattern. For this purpose, we 
integrate the category “consequences” in which both 
the possible positive and negative effects of the pat-
tern’s implementation are listed.

Table 3. Mapping of pattern elements and initial design pattern.

Requirements Pattern Element (PE)
Implementation into Initial Design 

Pattern Field in Design Pattern

R4 Legal knowledge should be 
formulated compact and context- 
specifically adapted to its use case 
scenario to overcome technology 
neutrality of law.

PE#1 Allow the user to acquire 
additional legal information to 
make the design pattern reusable 
and applicable to each knowledge 
level as well as for legal laymen.

Linking legal information to support 
each knowledge level, further 
information can be accessed via 
linkable explanations

Relevant legal requirements; 
Influences

R10 The codified design knowledge 
should be abstracted to make it 
usable for a class of artefacts.

R5 Include requirements, the 
relationship between constructs 
and domain objects, an 
explanation, and a justification of 
the requirements.

PE#2 Connect the legal 
requirements with the solution so 
that the understanding of the 
underlying legal facts is 
supported.

Each design pattern includes the 
laws behind it, ensuring a link 
between the design solution and 
the legal requirements

Relevant legal requirements

R11 Beside a solution the design 
pattern should support the 
understanding of the legal 
problem context and the 
underlying legal requirements.

R1 Related information should rather 
be presented together to avoid 
split-attention effect and to 
reduce extraneous load resulting 
from complex legal knowledge.

PE#3 Provide information units that 
reduce the user’s task complexity 
through a clear, uniform, and 
comprehensible presentation of 
complex legal information.

A clear presentation allows to quickly 
find the necessary information

Clear arrangements through 
separated areas; Spatial 
combination of related 
information; Current period 
of development process

R2 Information needs to be 
appropriately structured (e.g., 
through a clear subdivision of 
legal terms) so that different 
subjects are clearly perceptually 
distinguished and allow rapid 
retrieval of legal information.

R6 A design pattern should provide 
additional domain-specific 
information and knowledge to 
support the application.

PE#4 Provide information that 
transcends the solution to explain 
the problem, enable knowledge 
transfer, and document legal 
design knowledge.

Integration of additional information 
about the pattern’s goal, 
requirements, and influences to 
support the user’s understanding 
of the problem and enable 
knowledge transfer

Solution, Relevant legal 
requirements; Current 
period of development 
process

R7 A design pattern should provide 
implementation guidance but 
should not restrict the pattern 
users in their creativity.

R9 The design pattern should enable 
knowledge transfer, document it, 
and provide good repositories for 
legal knowledge dissemination.

R3 A design pattern should 
communicate why it is useful to 
use it to clarify the importance to 
implement the legal 
requirement(s) and the related 
added value.

PE#5 Convey the importance and 
relevance of the legal 
requirement.

Goal describes how the optimal 
target state looks like after 
considering the design pattern

Goal

R8 A design pattern should provide 
an overall understanding of the 
artefact to be designed to 
successfully integrate legal 
requirements.

PE#6 Integrate consequences that 
may arise from the 
implementation of the design 
patterns’ solution by taking legal 
requirements into account.

Integration of category 
“consequences”, in which both the 
possible positive and negative 
effects of the pattern’s 
implementation are listed.

Consequences
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Thus, we developed six pattern elements as key 
parts of the lawful design pattern framework. Table 3 
provides an overview of the matching between the 
requirements, pattern elements, and the initial design 
pattern framework. We use the pattern elements to 
develop our initial design pattern framework (see 
Figure 4 for an exemplary design pattern), which we 
will iteratively evaluate and refine until we have our 
final design pattern framework. The initial design 
pattern consists of a unique, meaningful pattern 
name to describe the key design pattern content. We 
include a pattern goal description and the “current 
period of development process” box to guide the pat-
tern user during the pattern selection process. 
A connection to relevant legal requirements and influ-
ences provides necessary domain knowledge to go 
more into legal details. The patterns’ core is the solu-
tion part. Since development oftentimes needs experi-
ence and a gut feeling, we integrate consequences to 
provide an overview of possible effects on other sys-
tem parts or the whole system. In the following, we 

describe our demonstration and evaluation procedure 
to develop our design pattern framework.

3.4. Demonstration of the design pattern 
framework

We apply the design pattern framework in one specific 
case by addressing the challenges in developing IT 
artefacts, focusing on lawful AI-based assistants as 
a case to demonstrate the integration of design patterns 
in development. While lawful AI-based assistants have 
been on the market for many years, and during this 
time there have been many legal violations that have led 
to costly system revisions, it was only in 2021 that the 
European Data Protection Board (2021) provided offi-
cial guidelines to support developers concerning the 
design of these systems. Thus, we apply the design 
pattern framework and develop design patterns to sup-
port the design of lawful AI-based assistants.

AI-based assistants provide daily support in many 
ways, on smartphones, in cars, in service encounters, in 

Privacy-friendly user profile
Goal

Influences

• Empathy
• Informa"onal self-

determina"on

Solu!on

• Specifica"on of profiling data 
via privacy policy

• Concrete processing 
purpose

• Generally, no storage of private 
and sensi"ve data for profiling 
(see Art. 9 GDPR)

• According to the orienta"on 
purpose only data that is 
explicitly required may be 
stored in the user profile

• Transparency in storage, 
prohibi"on, dele"on

• Authoriza!on management
• Possibility of       digital self-

disclosure
• Regular review of processing 

purpose, if necessary 
Dele!on rou!nes 

Consequences Current Period of 
Development Process

Interac"on Pa#erns

Architecture Pa#erns

Learning Pa#erns

Data Processing Pa#erns

Law

• Right to “be forgo#en”
• No reliable classifica"on of 

sensi"ve data leads to privacy-
unfriendly behavior despite 
privacy-friendly se$ng

Service Quality

• No transparency for the user when 
the system gives inappropriate 
answers

• High implementa"on effort
• Degree of individualiza"on of the 

system controllable

Relevant Legal Requirements
• No processing of in"mate data
• No complete user profile
• Se$ng op"ons for users
• Non-chain-ability
• Processing of sensi"ve data only with consent
• No discriminatory decisions

The user's profile does not contain any sensi"ve and in"mate
data. Also, no inferences to sensi"ve and in"mate data are
formed and stored in the user profile during the usage process.

x

Figure 4. Initial design pattern.
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smart home environments, or as support for elderly or 
disabled people (Knote et al., 2021). These assistants are 
an important new IT artefact class and represent smart 
technical objects that combine contemporary IT arte-
facts – such as natural language processing, machine 
learning, and context-sensitive autonomous behaviour – 
and are often used for smart service provision 
(Beverungen et al., 2019; Medina-Borja, 2015). An AI- 
based assistant is defined by mainly using voice and 
vision as user input and contextual information to 
provide assistance by answering questions in natural 
language, making user recommendations, and perform-
ing actions (Hauswald et al., 2015). Hence, AI-based 
assistants offer entirely new ways of engaging users 
through innovative interaction possibilities with service 
providers. The pervasiveness of invasive IT artefacts 
embedded in these systems, as well as their autonomous 
nature, raises questions of accountability and data 
security (Cowan et al., 2017), for example, the growing 
scepticism and concern that these systems “listen” with-
out being activated by a wake word (Lau et al., 2018). 
The increasing intelligence of AI-based assistants raises 
further questions on how this new class of systems 
should be developed in a lawful way. It is not only 
voice activation that is critical but also the inferences 
that may be drawn from system interactions, for exam-
ple, the user’s emotional state might easily be captured 
without their knowledge, making them vulnerable.

For the design pattern development, we conduct 
two workshops with developers who have experience 
in designing AI-based assistants, legal experts and IS 
researchers. The workshop participants develop the 
design pattern using literature on AI-based assistants, 
legal literature and regulation rules, and their own 
experience (Dickhaut et al. 2020). To demonstrate the 
design pattern development, one of the developed 
design patterns, the pattern “Processing Emotional 
Data”, will be described in more detail in the following. 
Emotional data are particularly worthy of protection 
from a legal point of view, as they allow psychological 
conclusions to be drawn, for example, about the person 
and can have an impact for other purposes, such as in 
professional life. AI-based assistants can capture and 
store such data through voice, commands, and other 
emotions. This is why processing emotional data is 
important for lawful AI-based assistants. From the 
GDPR perspective Art. 5 Para. 1 lit. b regarding the 
purpose limitation, lit. c in case of data minimisation is 
relevant for the design pattern. Here, opening clauses 
such as Art. 6 para. 3 of the GDPR and member state 
regulations based on this in the BDSG, HDSIG, and 
HHG may also have to be observed, particularly for 
data processing by public bodies. The design pattern 
suggests an emotion recognition on the device through 
an emotion ontology and provides the developer with 

details to implement the patterns’ solution (see Figure 
10 for the final design pattern).

During the workshops, eleven design patterns were 
developed: 1) processing emotional data, 2) privacy- 
friendly user profile, 3) profiling on foreign devices, 4) 
authorisation management, 5) deletion routines, 6) 
integration of external payment data, 7) data transfer 
to external devices, 8) sensitivity to wake words, 9) 
information assessment, 10) private mode, and 11) 
individual assistance. In the following, we evaluate to 
what extent the developed design patterns (and the 
underlying design pattern framework) support devel-
opers in developing lawful IT artefacts.

3.5. Evaluation of the design patterns

For our evaluation (see Figure 5), we applied the 
framework for evaluating DSR and relied on 
a twofold approach (Venable et al., 2016). First, we 
evaluated whether the design patterns are suitable to 
support developers in the process of designing lawful 
AI-based assistants using a formative evaluation 
approach in an artificial evaluation setting. Second, 
we introduced the simulation study approach – an 
evaluation method from the law discipline that allows 
us to evaluate how the design patterns contribute to 
system lawfulness using a summative evaluation 
approach (Roßnagel & Schuldt, 2013). By this means, 
we shed light on how the design patterns contribute to 
lawful system design. In the summative evaluation, 
developers used the design patterns to develop 
a lawful AI-based assistant. Afterwards, the AI-based 
assistant was used in a university lecture as exam 
preparation, and potentially arising conflicts in this 
setting where then evaluated in simulated court cases 
with real lawyers and judges. Therefore, we can eval-
uate the design patterns in a natural evaluation setting 

Formative Summative
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evaluation with

developers
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study with lawyers and 
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Figure 5. Classifying our evaluation approaches.
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involving the development process of an IT artefact, 
the actual usage processes, and possible legal conflicts.

3.5.1. Formative evaluation episode from the 
developers’ perspective
The design patterns were evaluated in a user study in 
two IS courses at a European university in a fully 
randomised between-subject experiment. In the eva-
luation, graduate students who were trained in 
requirements engineering as well as systems design 
applied the design patterns. Thus, the student popula-
tion is a suitable sample to draw generalisable conclu-
sions for evaluating the design pattern’s utility in 
developing system prototypes when comparing the 
sample to IS developers that also never have been 
trained to explicitly design lawful IT artefacts 
(Compeau et al., 2012).

The task was to design a prototype of a chatbot 
learning assistant application. In total, 45 partici-
pants – all studying business with a major in IS – 
participated in the voluntary task, which was incenti-
vised with three additional bonus points to improve 
their final grade. To ensure their seriousness in parti-
cipating, extra credit could only be obtained when 
individuals followed the tasks as prescribed.

The participants were randomly divided into two 
groups. Concerning the experimental evaluation, we 

included an experimental manipulation that corre-
sponded to the provision of design patterns (n = 24). 
The experiment also included a control group (n = 21) 
without the support of design patterns (see Figure 6). 
All subjects were around the same age, ranging from 
21 to 26 (�x = 4.34).

The evaluation task was to develop a smart learning 
assistant that supports the lecturer in answering ques-
tions and doing organisational tasks. Since the learning 
assistant would come into contact with personal or sen-
sitive data such as grades, legal requirements and com-
pliance with the GDPR are indispensable. All 
participants were provided with a mock-up framework 
as well as information regarding the use case, including 
interview documents of the lecturers for which the sys-
tem is to be developed and relevant legal texts. In addi-
tion, we provided the experimental group with a design 
pattern catalogue besides the legal texts with the eleven 
design patterns. The participants in the experimental 
group were free to choose whether to use the patterns 
or not, but all participants decided to use the patterns. 
Afterwards, all participants answered a questionnaire, 
which allows us to receive feedback regarding the design 
pattern’s usefulness and applicability.

The developed prototypes were evaluated by an 
expert panel assessment (one example prototype is 
presented in “Appendix B”). All experts have scientific 

Figure 6. Formative evaluation process.
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publications either in the field of law (n = 4) or systems 
development (n = 5) but are not familiar with the 
design patterns and or the prototypes’ group classifi-
cation. The order in which the prototypes are pre-
sented is completely randomised.

We conducted the evaluation with two goals in 
mind: first, we investigate whether the design patterns 
support developers in the (cognitive) process of 
designing lawful AI-based assistants. Second, we 
examine from an outcome perspective whether the 
application of the design patterns result in lawful 
systems.2 The results (see Table 4) indicate that the 
subjects who used the design patterns obtained sig-
nificantly better ratings regarding the implementation 
of legal requirements in the expert evaluation. We use 
the feedback on the design pattern structure in the 
next section to revise the design pattern framework 
and the design patterns.

3.5.2. First revision of the design pattern 
framework
The evaluation indicated that the design patterns lead 
to the development of more lawful IT artefacts. 
Furthermore, the evaluation yielded qualitative feed-
back regarding the cognitive processes of the pattern 
deployment that we used to revise the design pattern 
framework. In addition, we derive one further pattern 
element resulting from the first evaluation episode. 
The fundamental structure of the design pattern has 
proven helpful in the evaluation, while the arrange-
ment of the individual elements needs revision (see 
Figure 7). Now the goal and the requirements are in 
the upper design pattern area, and the solution is in 
the lower design pattern area. This supports users in 
reading the necessary information before presenting 
solutions. In addition to the illustration of the pattern, 
a new component has been added.

Table 4. Comparison between control and treatment groups’ prototypes.
Groups Rating (1–5) p-Value

Expert Rating Group Support N Mean (SD)
Control No Support 21 2.1 (1.09) P<.05
Pattern Design patterns (DP) 24 2.96 (1.41)

Processing Emo�onal Data

Goal
Users should receive dialogues that are adapted to their emo�ons. However, data that allows conclusions to be drawn about the 

user's emo�onality should neither be processed nor stored or used for profiling.

Requirements

Time in the Development Process

Consequences Influences

Solu�on

Law Service Quality

Corresponding Data Protec�on Requirements

Pa!erns of interac�on

Learning pa!erns

Architectural pa!erns

Data processing pa!ern

Law
• Non-chain-ability
• Processing of sensi�ve data only with consent
• No discriminatory decisions

• No processing of in�mate data
• No complete user profile
• Se"ng op�ons for users

Service quality

• Complaisant dialogues
• Human dialogues
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Figure 7. Design pattern after first revision.
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The greatest challenge of the design pattern appli-
cation was the linking of requirements and design 
patterns. The subjects in the formative evaluation 
spent a lot of time mapping requirements and design 
patterns. To integrate regulation rules into the artefact 
even better, we established the category “correspond-
ing data protection requirements”. This category 
refers to concrete specifications that are anchored in 
the GDPR, for example, and enable the developer to 
draw better links between the law and the develop-
ment. By using legal terminology, the developer can 
justify which laws they reference. Legal requirements 
are a core component of lawful systems development 
(Hoffmann et al., 2015) and are therefore one of the 
most important components of the design pattern. 
Therefore, we have integrated this as a core revision 
in the first revision. Hence, we propose our seventh 
pattern element:

Pattern Element #7: Integrate domain-specific 
information that helps users link practical implemen-
tation with abstract requirements.

Based on the new pattern element, we include 
a new category in our design pattern framework. 
“Corresponding data protection requirements” 
includes relevant information from the legal disci-
pline. In addition, the new arrangement of the frame-
work is clear and supports the reading direction from 
top to bottom. In the next step, we evaluate the revised 
patterns using a methodology from the discipline 
of law.

3.5.3. Summative evaluation using a legal 
simulation study
Simulation studies are an established method among 
legal experts to evaluate IT artefacts practically regard-
ing their lawfulness in simulated court cases under real 
conditions (Roßnagel & Schuldt, 2013). Thus, 
a simulation study allows us to assess the developed 
design patterns in court cases. A key characteristic is 
that it facilitates realistic conditions while preventing 
damage. Therefore, it is desirable to provoke critical 

situations (Pordesch et al., 1999). Using a simulation 
study, we can decide about how our developed design 
patterns contribute to developing lawful systems.

We received documents for analysis from four 
court cases. Additionally, we interviewed the judges 
and lawyers to obtain feedback on the patterns. The 
group interview was held with all participants (N = 6) 
after the simulation study and allowed the participants 
to exchange views on the patterns’ use as well as to 
extract and discuss critical aspects regarding revision 
of the patterns. The data (see Table 5) include two 
transcripts of the oral proceedings, the related corre-
spondence between the lawyers and the judge before 
both oral proceedings, the documents from both writ-
ten proceedings, and the interviews with the lawyers 
and judges after the hearings.

We use the legal simulation study to evaluate 
how the design patterns lead to the development 
of lawful artefacts (see Figure 8). The primary goal 
of the simulation study’s first part is to evoke legal 
disputes that serve as the basis for the court cases. 
This procedure enables the generation of legal vio-
lations as they might occur in reality by using the 
artefact in practice. For the user evaluation, we 
used the design patterns to develop a lawful AI- 
based assistant that is used as support in exam 
preparation as part of a course. We allowed stu-
dents from a basic economics and business admin-
istration course to use the conversational assistant 
for half an hour per day for one week to review 
course material before the final assessment. The AI- 
based assistant, according to Knote et al. (2021), is 
a voice-based conversational agent for exam pre-
paration in university courses. The teaching mate-
rial is presented as a flashcard quiz to be as 
comprehensible as possible. The course content is 
repeated with individual users through multiple- 
choice questions and consolidated through gami-
fied elements.

Based on the user evaluation, we negotiated the 
derived legal violations in the second part. The legal 

Table 5. Documents collected from simulation study.
Relevant Documents from Simulation Study Source Scope

Filing of action of the case “passing personal data” Exchange of pleadings 7 pages
Filing of the action of the case “omission of the use of the AI-based assistant” Exchange of pleadings 4 pages
Statement of defence of the case “passing personal data” Written hearing 5 pages
Statement of defence of the case “omission of the use of the AI-based assistant” Written hearing 5 pages
Judgement of the case “passing personal data” Written hearing 2 pages
Judgement of the case “omission of the use of the AI-based assistant” Written hearing 3 pages
Video recording of case “storage duration of personal data” Oral hearing 58 minutes
Video recording of case “right of data cancellation” Oral hearing 46 minutes
Filing of action of the case “storage duration of personal data” Exchange of pleadings 7 pages
Filing of action of the case “right of data cancellation” Exchange of pleadings 6 pages
Statement of defence of the case “storage duration of personal data” Oral hearing 5 pages
Statement of defence of the case “right of data cancellation” Oral hearing 4 pages
E-learning charter of the university Oral hearing 2 pages
Transcript of the case “storage duration of personal data” Oral hearing 10 pages
Transcript of the case “right of data cancellation” Oral hearing 8 pages
Interview transcript Interview 5 pages
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violations in our simulation study follow the proce-
dures of court proceedings according to German law. 
First, facts are ascertained through written communi-
cation via mails. Because the facts are not clarified, an 
oral hearing is held in accordance with Art. 6 para. 1 
clause 1 ECHR. Thus, we simulate four court cases 
with real lawyers and judges acting on behalf of their 
law firm. Two judges and four lawyers participated in 
our simulation study – which consists of four court 
cases. All participants (one female; five males) had 
several years’ of professional experience as judge or 
lawyer.3 Two cases were heard before a civil court and 
two before an administrative court. We conducted the 
civil cases in written form and the two administrative 
law processes orally. Each trial involved a judge, 
a defendant lawyer, a plaintiff lawyer, the plaintiff, 
and the defendant. As plaintiffs, we recruited volun-
tary participants from the first part of the simulation 
study to present the process as realistically as possible. 
Thus, the plaintiffs were students. In all four cases, the 
defendant was represented by the university that used 
the IT artefact in the lecture.

In the following, we describe the process of one 
action as an example for the others. The simulation 
study starts with a pre-trial hearing to exchange the 
action and first evidence. The pre-trial written proce-
dure took place over a period of 2–3 weeks and con-
sisted of the plaintiff ’s presentation of the facts, the 
defendant’s statement, and the judge’s invitation to the 
hearing. Both parties presented their evidence. In the 
example case, the reason for the action was the collec-
tion of personal data beyond the purpose of processing 
as well as information regarding the duration and 
purpose of data storage. The written preliminary pro-
ceedings began with a seven-page written plea in 
which the plaintiff ’s lawyer conveyed the facts of the 
case and reasons for the action and asked the 

defendant to refrain from using the IT artefact in 
university teaching (for an insight into the received 
court documents, please see “Appendix C”). In a five- 
page defence statement, the defendant’s lawyer com-
mented on the action, referring to the patterns used in 
developing the IT artefact. In his defence, the lawyer 
referred to the design pattern “information 
assessment”.

After both parties exchanged their facts and evidence, 
the judge invited them to an oral dispute hearing. To 
address questions regarding the IT artefact’s develop-
ment, an expert who had been involved in the develop-
ment of the AI-based assistant was also invited to court. 
The expert left the court before the hearing began and 
only joined to answer questions about the development. 
According to the administrative court rules, the oral 
proceedings began with the presentation of the essential 
evidence. The judge presented the facts of the case and 
discussed the reasons for action. After the plaintiff’s 
lawyer confirmed the facts and set out the grounds in 
greater detail, the two lawyers and the judge examined 
the facts. Both parties now had the opportunity to pre-
sent their cases, and the judge was informed of the 
situation. In our particular case, the plaintiff’s lawyer 
argued that the results of his exam preparation with the 
learning assistant were used beyond their intended pur-
pose and were stored for an unnecessarily long time. 
After some exchanges, the defence lawyer used the design 
pattern “deletion routines” to point out the automatic 
deletion of the data at the end of the semester. In the 
interview the lawyer notes, “Whenever I was at a loss with 
my arguments, I could find technical details of the pro-
gramming in the design patterns and use them for my 
arguments”. From this point on, the basis of argumenta-
tion shifted, and it had to be proven primarily that the 
design patterns were actually used. For this purpose, the 
neutral expert was involved again and questioned about 

Legal Assessment

Stakeholder

Court CasesUser Study

Simulation Study

System
User

Judge Lawyer 
Defendant

Lawyer 
Plaintiff

Per court case (in total 4 court cases): 

Data

• Feedback from users during longitudinal user
study

• Filing of action

• Statement of defense
• Four written pretrial proceedings
• Recordings of the oral hearings
• Interview with the involved lawyers and 
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Findings

• AI-based assistant is judged to be lawful
• Lawful solutions in the design patterns
• Use the design patterns to understand technical facts and to build arguments

Figure 8. Legal simulation study.
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the development procedure. The negotiations ended 
with the pronouncement of a judgement. The judgement 
in our example action favoured the defendant, as the data 
storage in the AI-based assistant was judged to be lawful. 
The oral hearings lasted between 45 and 60 minutes.

The second evaluation episode examines the use 
of the design patterns in a natural and rather sum-
mative evaluation setting. Based on our analysis, we 
gain sufficient insights to draw conclusions about 
the lawfulness of the design pattern and the devel-
oped AI-based assistant. The AI-based assistant 
represents the design pattern and allows us to 
examine how the solution might be judged in 
actual court cases. All four judgements favoured 
the AI-based assistant developed using the design 
patterns. The results demonstrate two things: first, 
how the patterns are used in a holistic setting from 
development to legal evaluation of the developed 
artefact. Second, they show that the AI-based assis-
tant and the solutions in the design patterns were 
judged to be lawful in all judgements. The evalua-
tion yielded further insights for the pattern’s revi-
sion (see Figure 9). We next used the evaluation to 
revise our design patterns.

3.5.4. Second revision of the design pattern 
framework
The law simulation study mainly provides evi-
dence for two major aspects. First, the study pro-
vides deep insights into how design patterns 

contribute to the lawfulness of an IT artefact. 
Second, the study highlights the utility of design 
patterns in court related to the process of asses-
sing the degree of lawfulness during evidence 
exchanges and the arguments presented in court. 
However, in the oral actions, the challenge was to 
prove to the judge that the design pattern was 
actually implemented in the AI-based assistant. 
In the simulation study, it was found that the 
validity of the design pattern is related to the 
actual implementation. If the design patterns are 
to be used to assist legal experts in legal assess-
ment or as a supplement to the technical docu-
mentation, it is necessary to confirm the actual 
implementation of the pattern by the developer. 
To circumvent this challenge, the eighth pattern 
element emerged. By providing the developer with 
a signature field to confirm the pattern’s develop-
ment, the legal experts no longer need to ask 
about the pattern’ use. This saves time and con-
tributes legal aspects to the development’s docu-
mentation. Thus, we suggest our eighth pattern 
element:

Pattern element #8: Allow the developer to con-
firm the pattern’s implementation.

We use the findings of the two evaluations to 
include the eighth pattern element in our design 
pattern framework (see Figure 9) and the design 
patterns for lawful AI-based assistants (see 
Figure 10).

First Revision
Second Revision

1

Ini al Design Pa"ern based on Design Elements

2

First Revision

3

Second Revision

Main Changes from Initial Patterns to
First Revision

• Including corresponding data
protection requirements

• Clear arrangement
• Follow reading direction from top to 

bottom
Derivation of the pattern element 7

Main Changes from First Revision to
Second Revision

• Including a signature field to confirm
the pattern implementation
Derivation of the pattern element 8

Figure 9. Design pattern revisions.
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4. Discussion and implications

Our paper’s goal was twofold. First, we aimed to con-
tribute to codifying legal design knowledge through 
a design pattern framework by deriving pattern ele-
ments to develop useful design patterns. Second, we 
examined the extent to which design patterns may 
support developers to proactively consider IT regula-
tion early on in systems development through the 
framework application in one specific case, i.e., the 
development of lawful AI-based assistants.

4.1. Discussion of findings

Considering our first research question, we investi-
gated how we should codify legal design knowledge 
in design patterns to make the design knowledge as 
useful as possible. We used existing literature to 
develop a design pattern framework – not only litera-
ture on design patterns but also extant research from 
interdisciplinary research, practical insights from 
developers and lawyers, and a multistage evaluation 
including two revisions on codifying and presenting 
design knowledge. Design patterns have been estab-
lished in various disciplines, such as architecture 
(Alexander, 1977), HCI (Borchers, 2002, April), and 

systems development (Gamma, 1995), in recent dec-
ades. The literature has demonstrated the importance 
of the field of design knowledge codification for IS 
research (see e.g., Seidel et al., 2018; Vom Brocke et al.,  
2020). We thus integrated various findings and pur-
sued our goal of practical, useful, and applicable 
design patterns. First, we derived requirements for 
the codification and representation of design patterns 
and then translated them into design pattern elements. 
By utilising cognitive load as a kernel theory for the 
requirements derivation, we ensured that the design 
patterns were designed keeping their utility during 
problem-solving processes such as IS development in 
mind. Second, we applied the design pattern frame-
work to develop design patterns that provide lawful 
design knowledge for designing lawful AI-based assis-
tants. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first 
study to design and evaluate design patterns to sup-
port lawful systems development using a multi-stage, 
design science research approach. Our study comple-
ments research on the challenges of existing studies 
related to decontextualising the design process 
(Chandra Kruse et al., 2022; Tuunanen et al., 2022). 
These challenges are especially prevalent if they are 
related to solving ill-structured problems during the 
design of complex systems involving multiple, 
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Figure 10. Final design pattern.
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interdisciplinary stakeholders (Dickhaut et al., 2023), 
e.g., designing healthcare systems versus designing 
lawful AI-based assistants in the educational context. 
In our paper, we want to disentangle this particular 
tension between nomothetic and idiographic 
approaches to advance the scientific discussion related 
to design knowledge through what Baskerville et al. 
(2015) describe as design-science duality. As men-
tioned earlier, design patterns are used in a variety of 
disciplines, but are often more practice oriented. Our 
framework is generally developed specifically for legal 
design knowledge but can be used and extended in 
certain parts for other disciplines as well. It is impor-
tant that the specifics of the design knowledge of the 
respective discipline are taken into account when 
adapting the framework. On this basis we note that 
certain pattern elements of the framework might be 
well applicable to other domains. For example, the 
pattern element #3 with its focus on synthesising com-
plex legal knowledge into information units could 
inform design patterns of other domains where com-
plex knowledge is encapsuled into domain-specific 
knowledge sources. When considering the healthcare 
discipline where are also significant regulation and 
approval processes are involved, domain-specific and 
complex medical knowledge for designing systems 
could be in this case made more accessible for 
designers of IT artefacts.

Regarding our second research question, we 
applied the design pattern framework in one specific 
use case and evaluated to what degree the application 
of design patterns does lead to the development of 
lawful systems. First, we evaluated the design patterns 
with several subjects regarding practical applicability 
in an evaluation setting. The results indicated that the 
design patterns supported the subjects in developing 
significantly better-rated lawful prototypes. Going 
back to the kernel theory, we utilised our results to 
strengthen the argument that the principle of cogni-
tive load is important to consider when taking IS 
development processes into account, e.g., by avoiding 
extraneous load when being confronted with two 
knowledge streams (in our case legal knowledge and 
knowledge related to systems).

Second, we reinforced our findings using 
a summative naturalistic evaluation. The simulation 
study allowed us to derive two findings: first, the 
confirmation that our design patterns’ solutions are 
lawful, and second, the extent to which the design 
patterns promote lawful systems development by con-
sidering IT regulation rules early on in systems devel-
opment. The four court judgements indicate that the 
AI-based assistant is judged to be lawful. In court, the 
design patterns were presented as evidence and played 
an important role. During the trial, the design patterns 
formed a basis for the lawyers to question their tech-
nical details and clarify the rationale for 

implementation. Ultimately, the law simulation study 
strengthened the assumption that the first evaluation 
has already shown, namely that design patterns sup-
port the integration of legal IT regulation early on in 
systems development and thus promote the develop-
ment of lawful IT artefacts.

The simulation study revealed a benefit of design 
patterns additionally to finding solutions to recurring 
legal issues during development: design patterns can 
serve as additional technical documentation and jus-
tification for decisions made in the design process, 
which might become relevant in related lawsuits or 
for compliance issues. In the oral court cases, the 
lawyers used the design patterns as evidence for deci-
sion-making during development. Analysis of the 
interview with the lawyers and judges revealed that 
design patterns may function as evidence in court. 
Using the simulation study, we have the special situa-
tion that it allows us to involve legal experts in our IS 
evaluation process, since they have the necessary 
knowledge to decide about how our developed design 
patterns contribute to system lawfulness.

4.2. Theoretical contributions and practical 
implications

We contribute to IS research in general and the prac-
tice of systems development by providing an approach 
that makes abstract regulation rules applicable for 
developers. Law is generally technology-neutral and 
must be considered individually in each specific appli-
cation, making it difficult to integrate law with inade-
quate legal understanding (Hildebrandt & Tielemans,  
2013). Considering the practical problem of equivocal 
regulation rules that Weick (2010) raised, the devel-
oped design patterns transform the abstract rules by 
making them implicit and more decisively applicable 
for developers. According to Smith and McKeen 
(2006), the responsibility for all regulations tend to 
fall at least partially on the shoulders of the developer. 
Therefore, our design pattern approach offers an ade-
quate solution to these issues, especially given the 
outreach of the GDPR (Peukert et al., 2022), thus 
underscoring the importance of our approach. As 
Acquisti et al. (2022) state, a key challenge nowadays 
is to “embed privacy by default into the fabric of our 
digital system”, and design patterns for lawful systems 
development could be a valuable cornerstone in 
achieving this important goal.

Design patterns are based on the principle of provid-
ing proven solutions to recurring problems. In 
European courts, settlement proceedings are also often 
used in negotiating outstanding actions. This means 
that similar cases are taken at hand and argued based 
on their verdict. Thus, design patterns can support 
developers in finding adequate design solutions. In 
this context, our paper also contributes to the ongoing 
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discussion on how to effectively codify and accumulate 
design knowledge of design science research projects 
(Legner et al., 2020; Tuunanen & Holmström, 2021; 
Vom Brocke et al., 2020) and adds another angle to 
the debate with a design pattern-based view that is 
predominantly concerned with rather abstract design 
principles (Gregor et al., 2020). Thus, our design pat-
tern-based approach contributes to DSR by providing 
an organising device to incrementally accumulate 
design knowledge according to design theories in gen-
eral (Tuunanen & Holmström, 2021) and for consider-
ing legal requirements in specific.

Connected to the accumulative design knowledge 
aspect, practical implications are also related to the 
orchestration of software development through design 
patterns in use. Specifically, when drawing upon the call 
of Maruping and Matook (2020), integrating community 
actors to utilise and contribute to the presented legal 
design patterns in a platform-based repository could 
shed a light on the evolving nature of design patterns, 
especially related to the solution part of design patterns 
by involving a possibly large community of interdisci-
plinary actors. By this means, design patterns are, from 
a practical perspective, a device for creative solutions that 
tackle new and recurrent legal challenges when develop-
ing IT artefacts. Further, repositories could be the plat-
form-based interface for the orchestration of these design 
efforts, e.g., through involving individuals from the legal 
but also computer science discipline, and could contri-
bute to the practices of design knowledge accumulation 
and projectability through evolving and constantly 
renewing design patterns for legal aspects.4 In the end, 
this could also practically contribute to making design 
knowledge accessible for organisations with varying 
degrees of size and maturity related to covering legal 
aspects of IT development.

5. Limitations and future research

Despite our theoretical and practical contribution, our 
study has several limitations, which we would like to 
highlight with the need for further research. In our DSR 
approach (Peffers et al., 2007), we demonstrate the 
feasibility and advantages of the developed design pat-
tern framework applying to one specific instance: AI- 
based assistants. Our study shows what design patterns 
for the development of lawful AI-based assistants can 
look like. The developed patterns are designed for the 
development of lawful AI-based assistants. These may 
be, for example, voice assistants or chatbots. However, 
we have made the conscious decision not to create 
lawful design patterns for the development of all IT 
artefacts. To a certain extent, the solutions are transfer-
able to other artefacts but would lose quality at a higher 
level of abstraction. Similarly, design patterns that relate 
exclusively to voice assistants would lead to limitations 
in the long term. The systems undergo constant 

development, for example, voice assistants may be pro-
vided with a display and may no longer be purely voice- 
based (Schmitt et al., 2021). However, our contribution 
is not limited to AI-based assistants. Consideration of 
the GDPR is crucial for the development of many IT 
artefacts. Hence, future research should regard our 
research as a starting point and use the pattern elements 
and design pattern structure to further develop design 
patterns that integrate regulation in other research con-
texts and legal systems. In this context, large-scale field 
evaluations of patterns in use could also contribute to 
further the discussion about legal design knowledge.

We evaluated our design patterns with two evalua-
tion episodes. First, we acknowledge that the evalua-
tion with student developers faces limitations in terms 
of generalisability. Although we purposefully designed 
the experiment with a complementing simulation 
study in mind, future research should take our design 
patterns as a resource to experiment with different 
populations, e.g., related to prior experience with 
legal design of IT artefacts. In that context, we also 
note that additional experiments in the field and (sub-
jective) cognitive load measurements could contribute 
to a further exploration on how design patterns con-
tribute to the efficiency of developing lawful IT arte-
facts. Second, we evaluated our design patterns under 
German law through simulation study court hearings. 
German law is among the strictest with respect to data 
protection (Li et al., 2019) and is therefore also rele-
vant for other countries. We note in terms of gener-
alisability that the GDPR covers the most extensive set 
of individual rights related to data protection and 
privacy, while other regulations such as the prominent 
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) also share 
a majority of principles with the GDPR (Aljeraisy 
et al., 2021). Nonetheless, future research should also 
apply the simulation study to other legal systems to 
extend our approach and provide insights on its gen-
eralisability for evaluating privacy-related artefacts in 
IS research.

The use of the design patterns is intended to sup-
port developers in the development of lawful IT arte-
facts. Basically, it always requires a great deal of trust. 
However, the implementation of the design pattern is 
not a guarantee of legality. Even if a design pattern 
has been fully implemented, other factors are relevant 
in the legal assessment. If we consider the results of 
Vaujany et al. (2018), we classify the design patterns 
as a materialisation between rule and IT artefact in 
which the design pattern supports this stage. Due to 
the technology neutrality of the law, their implemen-
tation remains to a certain extent a matter of “inter-
pretation” and must be considered specifically for 
each individual case. However, the design patterns 
show proven solutions and thus support the applica-
tion of best practices for complicated legal require-
ments. In that context, we also highlight that 
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applying the framework of design patterns to 
domains could be a fruitful way for DSR to engage 
with the debate on accumulating and communicating 
design knowledge beyond mere design principles 
(Chandra Kruse et al., 2022; Tuunanen & 
Holmström, 2021).

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we provide a design pattern framework 
to the consideration of regulations early in the sys-
tems development process. We derived design pat-
tern requirements based on literature and 
a practitioners’ focus group workshop on codifying 
design knowledge. Based on the requirements, we 
generated pattern elements applicable to the devel-
opment of design patterns for legal knowledge. Our 
results show that the codification of legal knowledge 
in design patterns yields better results regarding the 
development of lawful IT artefacts. Therefore, we 
provide pattern elements and a design pattern frame-
work to codify (legal) design knowledge. We demon-
strate the feasibility and advantages of these design 
patterns for lawful IS using the example of AI-based 
assistants.

The results show how early consideration of regula-
tion rules can help to develop sustainable, lawful IT. 
With our contribution, we have both given 
a theoretical and a practical contribution for the codi-
fication of design knowledge in design patterns and 
have extracted a pattern structure through multiple 
and rich evaluations, as well as pattern elements that 
can support other researchers in codifying design 
knowledge through design patterns.

Notes

1. We note that in its original triarchic formulation, 
CLT also considers germane load. Nonetheless, we 
build upon the revised CLT conceptualisation that 
highlights that germane load is essentially indistin-
guishable from intrinsic load, and therefore this third 
load type may be redundant. This is in line with the 
goal of the paper, which is to seek to manage overall 
cognitive load for better task performance.

2. As Paas & van Gog (2006) note, when considering the 
effects of cognitive load management, it is of utmost 
importance to consider an outcome perspective 
related to cognitive processes that we present with 
the assessment of the developed prototypes. Thus, 
we refrained from measuring subjective cognitive 
load measures that are subject to significant criticism 
but rather considered qualitative feedback from the 
subjects to inform the first design pattern framework 
revision.

3. In addition, all participants had completed the second 
German state examination in law.

4. The developed design patterns are accessible as sup-
plementary material in the online appendix and are 

licensed under a CC-BY license to allow contributions 
to and customizing of the design patterns.

5. Dickhaut, E., Janson, A., & Leimeister, J. M. 2020. 
Codifying Interdisciplinary Design Knowledge 
Through Patterns ‐ The Case of Smart 
Personal Assistants. In S. Hofmann, O. Müller & 
M. Rossi (Eds.), Designing for Digital 
Transformation. Co-Creating Services with 
Citizens and Industry: 114–125. Cham: Springer 
International Publishing.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Focus Group Participants

Appendix B

Appendix B: Exemplary Developed Prototypes (Evaluation 1)
In our first evaluation we provide students with mock-ups to develop lawful AI-based assistant. The task was to develop a 
lawful learning assistant for higher education. The participants were completely randomly divided into two groups. We 
integrate an experimental manipulation that corresponded to the provision of design patterns (n=15). The experiment also 
included a control group (n=13) without the support of patterns.

To make the underlying conditions of the prototypes comparable, we gave the participants a mock-up consisting of a cell 
phone layout. Like the task description, the prototypes are formulated in German. In the following a screenshot of a prototype 
with support of the design patterns and a prototype without support of the design patterns is shown.

Figure B1. Exemplary Prototypes as Result from the Experiment. Left Prototype Shows Results from the Treatment Condition. 
Right Prototype Shows Results from the Control Condition (translated into English).

Table A1. Focus Group Participants.

Participant Education Work experience Practical design pattern experience

#1 PhD in IS IT consultant yes
#2 PhD in Law Lawyer no
#3 Computer science student Developer no

#4 Computer science student - no
#5 PhD student in IS UX consultant yes

#6 Postdoctoral researcher in IS Project manager no
#7 Postdoctoral researcher in computer science IT consultant no

#8 Postdoctoral researcher in computer science Developer yes
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Appendix C

Appendix C: Exemplary Court Documents (Evaluation 2)
Within the simulation study we have received various documents. The documents reflect the realisation of the simulation 
study as real court cases. The documents are written in German, as is the trial itself. The following are excerpts from a trial: 
statement of claim, statement of defence and replication. We have anonymised the documents.

Figure C1. Statement of Claim.
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Figure C2. Statement of Defence.
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Figure C3. Replication (reply of the plaintiff in civil proceedings to the defendant’s statement of defence).
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